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This unique centerpiece provides the flexibility to work with any theme and is easy 
to assemble. The key elements include a round or tall trumpet vase, your choice 
of filler (examples include: fresh flowers, sports balls, ornaments, snowflakes, fuzzy 
dice, glass balls, wooden balls, seashells, fruit and gold fish) and a battery operated 
lampshade wrapped in your choice of colored spandex. Floral is optional and prices 
are dependent on the arrangement. 

Round vase with a battery operated lampshade and light base
Swarovski crystals for lampshade.

$50
$5

Tall trumpet vase with a battery operated lampshade
Swarovski crystals for lampshade.

$40
$5

Mini lamp with a battery operated lampshade $25

Assorted filler items
Ornaments, snowflakes, glass balls, wooden balls, fuzzy 
dice, glass beads, river rock, fake snow, etc.

$10

Set of two skinny frosted vases with color LED lights $8

Set of four frosted votive holders with color LED lights $12

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
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Flowers work with almost any theme and make a bold statement in every 
room. Once you’ve selected your flowers of choice, Logistics will arrange each 
vase prior to the event for easy placement. Key elements include a trumpet vase 
and a floral arrangement. Floral prices are dependent on the arrangement.

Trumpet vase $15

Trumpet vase with floral and accent items
Price based on the arrangement.

TBD

Battery operated light base wrapped in 
your choice of colored spandex

$20

Set of four frosted votives with color LED lights $12

6-inch or 10-inch native spirit doll $5

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
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Without decreasing visibility across the table, this centerpiece will brighten any 
room. The key elements include a vase, battery operated light base wrapped in 
your choice of colored spandex and a strand of four bubble vases filled with 
flowers. Silk and fresh floral are available. Customize your look with river rock, 
glass beads, wheat or a variety of other items. Floral prices are dependent on 
the arrangement.

Round vase $5

V-shaped, rectangle or square vase $10

Vase with strand of four bubbles $20

Battery operated light base $20

Set of four frosted votives with color LED lights $12

Notes 
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
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Round vases are elegant and work with almost every budget. The key elements 
include a round vase, your choice of filler (examples include: fresh floral, 
ornaments, glass balls and pine cones), a battery operated light base and 
battery operated lampshade wrapped in your choice of colored spandex. Floral 
is optional and prices are dependent on the arrangement. 

Round vase with a battery operated light base $25

Round vase with battery operated lampshade and light base
Swarovski crystals for lampshade.

$50 
$5

Stacked studio glass and round vase with 
a battery operated light base

$45

Studio glass vase with a battery operated light base $40

Assorted filler items
Ornaments, snowflakes, glass balls, wooden balls, seashells, 
feathers, glass beads, river rock, wheat, fake snow, etc.

$10

Set of four frosted votives with LED lights $12

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
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Feathers offer a creative and elegant twist. They key elements include a 39˝ 
or 54˝ feather tower wrapped in your choice of colored spandex, feathers, a 
battery operated light base, a skinny boa and two strands of beads. 

39˝ or 54˝ feather tower with battery operated light base
Includes skinny boa and two strands of beads.

$65

8-foot feather tower $150

Hurricane votive or round vase with 
battery operated light base

Includes feathers and feather boa. 

$45

Set of four frosted votives with LED lights $12

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
Feathers are available in black, royal blue, fuchsia, red and 
white. Other colors can be provided at an additional cost.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
Skinny boas available in red, blue, black and white. 
Beads are available in blue, clear, gold and red. 
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If you are looking to make a bold statement this is the centerpiece for you. Due 
to the complexity of these elegant trees staff time is included in the price to 
assemble each tree. The key elements include a metal tree, a battery operated 
light base wrapped in your choice of colored spandex, sixteen strands of beads 
and eight frosted tree votives filled with your choice of colored LED lights. 
Floral is optional and prices are dependent on the arrangement.

Metal tree
Includes sixteen strands of beads, eight frosted tree votives with color LED 
lights and a battery operated light base.  
Price includes set-up and breakdown of trees by Logistics personnel.

$90

Hanging accent items
Metal stars, ornaments, snowflakes, Chinese lanterns or small metal airplanes.  
Includes staff time to assemble. 

$20

Set of four frosted votive holders with color LED lights $12

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
Beads are available in blue, gold, red and white.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
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From over the top to simple elegance Logistics can help you choose the floral 
arrangement that is just right for your event. Key elements include a vase and 
a battery operated light base wrapped in your choice of colored spandex. Floral 
prices are dependent on the arrangement.

Round vase $5

V-shaped, rectangle or square vase $10

Stacked studio glass and round vase with 
a battery operated light base

$45

Battery operated light base $20

Vase with strand of four bubbles $20

Metal floral stand $15

Set of four frosted votives with LED lights $12

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
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Over the years Logistics has put together a wide variety of different themed 
events and they have all been a huge success. The following pages showcase 
some of the themes we’ve done in the past but we are not limited to these. Call 
us with any questions or ideas and we can put together a quote for you. 

Alaska Golden Nugget        20
Native Spirit         24
Holiday Dazzle         26
A Night Vegas / Hollywood / Roaring 20s     30
Mexican          32
Asian Inspiration         33
Valentines          34
70’s Disco          35
Mardi Gras          36
Country Western         37
Hawaiian Luau         38
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Valentines 70’s Disco Mardi Gras Country Western Hawaiian Luau

Mexican Fiesta Asian InspirationHoliday Dazzle

A Night In Vegas / 
Hollywood / 
Roaring 20s

Alaska Golden 
Nugget Native Spirit
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Gold pan centerpiece
Includes gold pan, faux nuggets, driftwood,  
oil lantern, wooden base and a bandana.

$35

Watering can centerpiece $10

Speckled coffee pot with bandana or river rock accent $7

Pine tree $25

Alaska wood centerpiece with stuffed bear $25

Birch bark basket $15

Mason jar $5

Silver lantern $5

Brown lantern $5

Alaskan ceramic lantern $20

Bear or eagle wood carving $50

Speckled place setting
Includes a plate, large bowl, water mug and small beer mug.

$5

Speckled salt and pepper shaker set $2

Bandana napkin in red or blue $1.50

Wooden moose or whale napkin ring $1.50

Notes
Floral is optional and prices are dependent on the arrangement.
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Birch bark vase $20

Trumpet vase $15

Vase with strand of four bubbles $20

Battery operated light base wrapped in 
your choice of colored spandex

$20

Alaskan ceramic lantern $20

6-inch or 10-inch native spirit doll $5

Accent river rock $3

Set of four frosted votive holders with color LED lights $12

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40. 
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
Floral is optional and prices are dependent on the arrangement.
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Metal tree

Includes sixteen strands of beads, eight frosted tree votives with color LED 
lights, a battery operated light base wrapped in your choice of colored spandex 
and hanging holiday decor (ornaments, snowflakes, wooden balls, and stars).    
Price includes setup and breakdown by Logistics personnel.

$110

Tall trumpet vase with a battery operated 
lampshade and assorted holiday filler

Swarovski crystals for lampshade.

$50 

$5

Stacked studio glass and round vase with a battery 
operated light base and assorted holiday filler

Centerpiece without a light base.

$55 

$40

Round vase with a battery operated light 
base and assorted holiday filler

Centerpiece without a light base. 
Lampshade

$40 

$20 
$20

Vase with strand of four bubbles, a battery 
operated light base and assorted holiday filler 

Centerpiece without a light base.

$45 

$30

Battery operated light base wrapped in your choice of  
colored spandex

$20

Set of four frosted votive holders with color LED lights $12

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
Beads available in blue, gold, red and white.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
Assorted holiday filler items include ornaments, snowflakes, 
glass balls, wooden balls, fuzzy dice and glass beads.
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39˝ or 54˝ feather tower with battery operated light base

Includes skinny feather boa and two strands of light beads. 
$65

Film canister $5

Film clapboard frame $5

8-foot feather tower $150

Tall trumpet vase filled with fuzzy dice and 
includes a battery operated lampshade

Swarovski crystals for lampshade. 
Battery operated light base.

$45  
 
$5 
$20

Hurricane votive, round or square vase 
with a battery operated light base

Includes feathers and feather boa.

$45

Iron stand
Floral prices are arrangement dependent.

$15

Gold Frame (8.5x11) for signage $3

Small gold name placement frames $1

Hollywood silhouette $50

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
Feathers are available in black, royal blue, fuchsia, red and 
white. Other colors can be provided at an additional cost.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, green, purple, pink, red and white.
Skinny boas available in red, blue, black and white. 
Beads are available in blue, clear, gold and red.30
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Swarovski crystals for lampshade.

$40 
 
$5

$18

$15

$5

$12

Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, 
green, purple, pink, red and white.
Peppers are not included in pricing above.
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Includes sixteen strands of beads and 
eight frosted tree votives with color LED 
lights, Chinese lanterns, origami and a 
battery operated light base wrapped in 
your choice of colored spandex. 
Price includes set-up and breakdown 
of trees by Logistics personnel.

$110

$12

Beads available in blue, gold, red and white.
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, 
green, purple, pink, red and white.
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$20

$20

$12

Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, 
green, purple, pink, red and white.
Floral prices are dependent  
on the arrangement.
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Fiber optic centerpiece
Includes fiber optic light sticks,  
tie-dye fabric or glass beads 
and round or square vase.

$35

Disco ball centerpiece
Two available for rent.

$45

Tall trumpet vase with a 
battery operated lampshade 
and mini disco balls

Swarovski crystals for lampshade.

$50
 
 
$5

Disco ball $40

Battery operated light base 
wrapped in your choice 
of colored spandex

$20

Tie-dye table runners $15

Set of four frosted votive  
holders with color LED lights

$12

Disco light
Includes installation and  
breakdown by Logistics.  
Availability dependant on location.

$250

Round vase with a battery 
operated light base and 
lampshade filled with 
mini disco balls

Centerpiece without a light base

$55

$40

Notes
Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, 
green, purple, pink, red and white.
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$70

Includes feathers, feather boa 
and mardi gras masks.

$50

Spandex colors are located on page 40.
Feathers are available in black, royal blue, 
fuchsia, red and white. Other colors can 
be provided at an additional cost.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, 
green, purple, pink, red and white.
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$10

$20

$20

$1

$15

$20

$2

$12

Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, 
green, purple, pink, red and white.
Floral is optional and prices are 
dependent on the arrangement.
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$35

Centerpiece without a lampshade

$55

$40

Swarovski crystals for lampshade.

$40
 
$5

 $20

Seashells, glass balls, wooden 
balls or glass beads.

$10

$12

Spandex colors are located on page 40.
LED lights are available in amber, blue, 
green, purple, pink, red and white.
Floral is optional and prices are 
dependent on the arrangement.
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GoldPurple OrangeApple Green

Black

Brown FuschiaGold Micro-Dot Light PinkRed

Royal Blue

White Silver Micro-Dot
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Light Base Lamp Shade 24” Feather 

Tower
36” Feather 

Tower
8’ Feather 

Tower
Mini Lamp 

Shade

Purple ✓ ✓

Royal Blue ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Apple Green ✓ ✓ ✓

Orange ✓

Gold ✓

Gold Micro-Dot ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Brown ✓

Red ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fuschia ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Light Pink ✓ ✓

White ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Silver Micro-Dot ✓

Black ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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520 East 3rd Avenue
Anchorage, AK 99501

907.276.6060
www.logisticsllc.com
toni@logisticsllc.com


